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Abstract: For addressing problems such as long delays, latency fluctuations, and frequent timeouts
in conventional Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) in a data center environment, Data Center
TCP (DCTCP) has been proposed as a TCP replacement to satisfy the requirements of data center
networks. It is gaining more popularity in academic as well as industry areas due to its performance
in terms of high throughput and low latency, and is widely deployed in data centers. However,
according to the recent research about the performance of DCTCP, authors have found that most
times the sender’s congestion window reduces to one segment, which results in timeouts. In addition,
the authors observed that the nonlinear marking mechanism of DCTCP causes severe queue
oscillation, which results in low throughput. To address the above issues of DCTCP, we propose
multiple congestion points using double threshold and congestion reaction using window adjustment
(DT-CWA) mechanisms for improving the performance of DCTCP by reducing the number of
timeouts. The results of a series of simulations in a typical data center network topology using
Qualnet network simulator, the most widely used network simulator, demonstrate that the proposed
window-based solution can significantly reduce the timeouts and noticeably improves the throughput
compared to DCTCP under various network conditions.
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1. Introduction

Modern data centers host a variety of services and computation-intensive distributed
applications [1]. Nowadays, universities and large IT enterprises such as Microsoft, IBM, Google,
and Amazon build their own data centers because of their lower operating costs, improved data
protection, and cheap networking equipment [2–4]. Figure 1 shows the conventional Data Center
Network (DCN) architecture for data centers adopted from Cisco [2,5]. The typical data center consists
of core, aggregation, and access layers. Among these, the core layer provides the high-speed packet
switching for all incoming and outgoing flows of the data center. In addition, it provides connectivity
to multiple aggregation modules and serves as the gateway.

From the clients in the Internet, data requests to multiple rack of servers (A) are routed through
border (BR) and access (AR) routers in Layer 3 to the Layer 2 domain based on the destination Virtual
IP address—that is, the IP address to which the request is sent and which is configured onto the two
load balancers in Layer 2. The aggregation switches (S) in the top of Layer 2 forward data requests to
the top-of-rack switches (TRS) which provide connectivity to servers mounted on every rack. The two
load balancers (LBs) in the S contain the list of private and internal addresses (DIP) of physical servers
in the racks. This list of DIPs defines the pool of servers that can handle requests to that VIP, and the
LB spreads requests across the DIPs in the pool.
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Data center traffic is classified as the traffic between two data center networks and the traffic
within a single data center network. The analysis of data center traffic characteristics is important
to designing efficient networking mechanisms for data centers. As the authors mentioned in [6,7],
unique characteristics such as large number of short flows, short congestion periods, and significant
traffic variability make datacenter traffic remarkably different compared with any other network traffic.
The flows in data centers are either large, latency critical, or short. These flows typically operate using
the conventional TCP due to its reliability [8]. However, recent research has shown that the TCP does
not work well in the unique data center environment and is unable to provide high throughput [9].
One of the main reasons for the TCP throughput collapse in a DCN is TCP Incast congestion. Incast
congestion is a catastrophic loss in throughput that occurs when the number of senders communicating
with a single receiver by sending data increases beyond the ability of an Ethernet switch to buffer
packets. It leads to severe packet loss and, consequently, frequent TCP timeouts, thereby reducing the
performance of TCP. Hence, for better communication with the nodes, there is a need to propose a
good solution to address the issues of conventional TCP in a data center environment.

Recently, a few solutions [10–18] have been proposed to increase TCP performance in a DCN.
Among the existing solutions, Data Center TCP (DCTCP) has gained more popularity in academic as
well as industry areas due to its better performance in terms of throughput and latency. DCTCP [10] uses
a very small buffer space compared with other existing solutions. However, in recent research [19–25]
about the performance of DCTCP, the authors found that most times the sender’s congestion window
reduces to one segment, which results in timeouts. In addition, the authors observed that the nonlinear
marking mechanism of DCTCP causes severe queue oscillation which results in low throughput.
To address these issues of DCTCP, we propose multiple congestion points using double threshold and
congestion reaction using window adjustment (DT-CWA) mechanisms for improving the performance
of DCTCP by reducing the number of timeouts. The results of a series of simulations in a typical data
center network topology using Qualnet network simulator, the most widely used network simulator,
demonstrate that the proposed window-based solution can significantly reduce the timeouts and
noticeably improve the throughput compare with DCTCP under various network conditions.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we describe the details of
proposed algorithm, DT-CWA. In Section 3, we present our experimental methodology and explain
our results. Finally, Section 4 concludes our work.
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2. DT-CWA

DCTCP has greatly improved the throughput of conventional TCP in data center networks.
However, the congestion window estimation of DCTCP is in the choice of α initialization value [25].
If we set α to 0, the sender may suffer from frequent packet losses and retransmission timeouts. On the
other hand, if we set α to 1, the sender can minimize the queuing delay but the amount of packets to
be transferred is much smaller. As a result, the throughput of DCTCP will be reduced. In addition,
performance studies show that most times the sender’s congestion window reduces to one segment,
which results in timeouts. Furthermore, studies have shown that the nonlinear marking mechanism
of DCTCP causes severe queue oscillation, which results in low throughput [20]. To address these
issues of DCTCP, DT-CWA modifies the DCTCP sender and switch sides by adding two schemes: one
is a congestion reaction for controlling the size of the congestion window at the sender side, and the
other is multiple congestion points using double threshold at the switch for solving the problem of
queue oscillation, as shown in Figure 2. First, we present multiple congestion points using a double
threshold mechanism at the switch side and then we explain the congestion reaction mechanism at the
sender side.
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over DCTCP.

2.1. Multiple Congestion Points

For avoiding the queue oscillation at the switch, we improved the single threshold mechanism of
DCTCP by adding multiple congestion points at the switch side using a double threshold mechanism
which we adopted from [20].

Double Threshold Mechanism: DCTCP uses an active queue management policy with an explicit
congestion notification (ECN) in which the switch detects the congestion and sets the congestion
encountered (CE) codepoint in the IP header. When the number of packets that are queued exceeds
the single marking threshold ‘K’, the switch marks the incoming packets with the CE codepoint and
informs the sender about network congestion. In data center networks, the queue length increases
and decreases rapidly due to the concurrent arrival of bursts of flows, and the ECN-enabled switch
marks packets until the queue length drops back to the threshold. As a result, the notified senders
reduce their window size for a while based on the value of α in DCTCP. In addition, some packets may
drop due to severe oscillation in queue length. As a result, the sender needs to wait until the timeout
happens. As the author mentioned in [20], one of the main reasons for queue length oscillation is the
nonlinear marking process of single threshold.

As we explained in Section 1, in data center networks, TCP Incast occurs when the flow of data
increases from many senders to a single receiver. Using a single threshold ‘K’, DCTCP cannot mitigate
the problem of TCP Incast when severe packet loss occurs and the frequency of timeouts thereby
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increases. For mitigating the TCP Incast problem due to frequent packet losses and timeouts, we
adapted the double threshold mechanism from [20] and incorporated it into DT-CWA.

Instead of using single threshold ‘K’, we split ‘K’ into ‘K1’ and ‘K2’. The lower threshold ‘K1’
is for starting ECN packet marking, i.e., the starting point of congestion, and the upper threshold
‘K2’ is for ending the marking of packets, i.e., the ending point of congestion, as shown in Figure 3.
The switch sends the message of network congestion to senders by marking packets to decrease their
congestion window size from when the queue length increases beyond ‘K1’ until when the queue
length decreases under ‘K2’. Using double threshold values, we can control the queue length and
improve the performance of DCTCP by marking the packets earlier than DCTCP would, particularly
from when the queue length increases to the first threshold ‘K1’ and by continuously marking the
packets until the queue length falls back to ‘K2’.
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2.2. Congestion Reaction

At the sender side: When the sender receives the acknowledgment (ACK) with a congestion
notification, the sender checks the current network condition based on the outstanding packets and
adjust the size of congestion window according to Equation (1):

CWstart = 1/α(CWmax − CWmin) − CWcurrent (1)

where α is the number of outstanding packets in the network, i.e., the difference between the total
number of packets sent and the number of ACK received so far in the network; CWcurrent is the
current size of the congestion window at the time of receiving the ACK packets with congestion
notifications; and CWmax and CWmin are the maximum and minimum size, respectively, of the
congestion window adjusted before receiving the congestion notification. When the sender receives
the ACK of all outstanding packets, the sender adjusts the sending rate according to Equation (2):

CWend = CWcurrent + β(CWmax − CWmin) (2)

where CWstart and CWend are the starting and ending points of congestion, respectively. The above
modifications in DCTCP using the two components (congestion reaction at the sender side and
multiple congestion points at the switch side) help to overcome the problem of oscillations in queue
length as well as frequent retransmission timeouts, and thereby increase the performance in data
center networks.

For setting the value of β, we did an experiment by calculating the throughput using 10 senders
with different values for β. All senders send data to a single aggregator through different switches.
As shown in Figure 4, from the result, we observed that when the value of β increases from 0.2 the
throughput decreases due to frequent timeouts. As a result, we set β to be 0.2 in Equation (2).

With the above modifications to DCTCP, DT-CWA can improve performance by reducing the
packet losses by controlling the size of congestion window as well as the packet marking mechanism
using double threshold.
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3. Performance Evaluation

In this section, we present the performance of our improved DCTCP algorithm through
comprehensive simulations using Qualnet network simulator [26]. We compare the performance of our
algorithm with that of DCTCP as it is the most popular data center transport protocol. We implemented
DCTCP in Qualnet]. Our main goal of this work is to increase the performance of DCTCP by controlling
the size of the congestion window as well as the queue length in data center networks.

To achieve our goal, we evaluate the performance of our algorithm in a typical network
topology [20] which consists of 10 end hosts and four switches as shown in Figure 5. Among them,
Switch 1 is connected to the aggregator; Switch 2 is connected to Workers 1, 2, and 3; Switch 3 is
connected to Workers 4, 5, and 6; and Switch 4 is connected to Workers 7, 8, and 9. In addition, Switches
2, 3, and 4 are connected to Switch 1.
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The link capacity was set to 1 Gbps and link delay was set to 25 µs, RTT 100 µs, and RTO min
which is equal to 10 ms. The buffer size was set to 128 KB for Switch 1 and 512 KB for Switches 2,
3, and 4. The marking threshold value ‘K’ for DCTCP was set according to [10,21] for 1 Gbps link
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capacity. The value of the weighted averaging factor ‘g’ for DCTCP was set to 0.0625. We set the lower
threshold value ‘K1’ to be 35 and upper value ‘K2’ to be 30. An FTP-generic application was run on
each source to send the packets as quickly as possible. Figures 6–8 present the results of our evaluation
of the proposed algorithm, DT-CWA, in comparison with DCTCP in terms of throughput, average
query completion time, and average short message completion time as they are the most important
performance metrics.

Figure 6 shows the performance of DT-CWA compared with that of DCTCP in terms of throughput
with different numbers of flows. From the result, we observe that the throughput of DT-CWA is higher
than the throughput of DCTCP. After 20 flows, the throughput of DT-CWA increased significantly
compared to that of DCTCP, but the throughput of DT-CWA reduced to less than 200 Mbps after
35 flows.
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However, the performance of DT-CWA is higher compared to that of DCTCP. For 30 flows,
DT-CWA achieves 59% throughput increment and for 55 flows, DT-CWA achieves 43% throughput
increment compared to DCTCP. One of the main reasons for this achievement is our multiple congestion
points and rate adjustment mechanisms. Figure 7 presents the comparison of average query completion
time with flows from 25 to 60. The result shows that the average query completion time of DT-CWA
is less than that of DCTCP. Compared to DCTCP, the query completion time of DT-CWA is less than
50 ms until 35 flows. When the number of flows increases, the query completion time also increases.
However, DT-CWA took less time than DCTCP, thereby increasing the performance. Figure 8 depicts
the results of the average short message completion time of DT-CWA compared to that of DCTCP.
Compared to the average query completion time, for short messages, DCTCP and DT-CWA took only
less time. However, the performance of DT-CWA is better than that of DCTCP. DT-CWA suffers from
timeouts due to port black-out [27] but not frequently like DCTCP during the communication with the
end host.

The efficient utilization of the buffer leads to a reduction in the overflow of the queue length and
thereby reduces the loss of packets from the network; thus, DT-CWA achieves better performance
than DCTCP.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we have developed a modified DCTCP protocol named DT-CWA for improving
the performance of DCTCP in data center networks. In DT-CWA, we propose a new congestion
reaction mechanism at the sender side and multiple congestion points at the switch for avoiding
queue length oscillation and frequent retransmission timeouts, thereby utilizing the buffer space
efficiently. We conducted extensive simulations using 10 end hosts and 4 switches in Qualnet to
evaluate the performance and effectiveness of our algorithm, DT-CWA, compared with those of
DCTCP in terms of throughput, average query completion time, and short message completion time.
Our experimental results show that the proposed algorithm achieves better performance compared
with DCTCP. In future work, we will design a protocol for mitigating TCP Incast as well as TCP
Outcast issues for the improvement of data center networks.
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